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 .Let U G be the quantized enveloping algebra associated to the Lie algebrae
 .G s sl n q 1 at a pth-root of unity « and assume that p is a prime which does
not divide n q 1. It is known that the irreducible, finite dimensional representa-
 .tions of U G are parametrized, up to isomorphisms, by the conjugacy classes of«
 .  .SL n q 1 . In the paper we prove that the dimension of any U G -module M«
parametrized by a conjugacy class O is divided by p1r2 dimO .. This result was
conjectured by C. De Concini, V. G. Kac, and C. Procesi J. Amer. Math. Soc. 5,
.1992, 151]190 . Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
 .Let U G be the quantized enveloping algebra associated to a simple,q
finite dimensional Lie algebra G according to the definition given by
w x w x  .Drinfeld D2 and Jimbo J , and let U G be the algebra over C obtained«
 .from U G by specializing q at a primitive lth-root of unity « , l being aq
w xfixed odd integer strictly greater than 1. In the papers DC-K1, DC-K-P1
it is shown how to parametrize the irreducible, finite dimensional repre-
 .sentations of U G by the conjugacy classes of the algebraic group G with«
Lie algebra G and trivial center. In particular it was conjectured that the
 .dimension of any irreducible, finite dimensional U G -module, corre-«
sponding to a conjugacy class O, is divisible by l1r2 dimO .. The main
purpose of this paper is to prove this conjecture for the irreducible
representations of the quantized enveloping algebra associated to G s
 .sl n q 1 .
We recall that the regular case, that is, the case of the representations
corresponding to a conjugacy class of maximal dimension, was proved by
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w x w xDe Concini, Kac, and Procesi in DC-K-P2 . According to DC-K2 , any
  .. irreducible representation of U sl n q 1 is either unipotent see Section«
.2 for the definition or induced by a unipotent one. Therefore one can
 .reduce to the study of the unipotent representations Section 2 .
The above conjecture is the quantum-analogue of a well known conjec-
w xture which was formulated by Kac and Weisfeiler in K-W1 and proved by
w xPremet in P . It states that if G is a simple and simply connected algebraic
group defined over an algebraically closed field, whose characteristic
 .  .p ) 0 is good for G see Section 3 and such that G s Lie G admits a
non-degenerate G-invariant trace form, then any irreducible G-module V
has dimension divisible by p1r2 dimV  x .., where x g GU is the p-character
 . Uof V and V x is its coadjoint orbit in G . We recall that, also for the
Kac]Weisfeiler conjecture, a theorem of reduction to the nilpotent case,
w xsimilar to the theorem mentioned above, had been proved in K-W1 .
We make use of Premet's theorem to obtain our result. More precisely,
we fix a prime p and a primitive pth-root of unity « and, starting from an
  ..irreducible U sl n q 1 -module M parametrized by a unipotent conju-«
 .gacy class O of SL n q 1 , we construct a representation M of the Lie
 .algebra sl n q 1 over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p,
 .  .such that dim M s dim M and the dimension of O is equal to the
dimension of the coadjoint orbit of the p-character of M. In order to
realize this construction we will be considering the ``limiting'' specializa-
 .  .tion U of U G Section 1 . Besides, taking into account Premet's results1 q
w xP , we shall assume p ¦ n q 1. One fundamental step in our construction
consists in proving that any irreducible, finite dimensional, unipotent
  ..  .U sl n q 1 -module is a quotient of an induced module Section 3 .«
I thank Professor Corrado De Concini for his precious suggestions and
the long discussions we had.
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
 .Let a be a symmetric Cartan matrix and let G be thei j i, js1, . . . , n
associated simple, finite dimensional Lie algebra. By Q and Qq we shall
< q<denote the sets of roots and positive roots, respectively, with N s Q , by
R the root lattice, and by D a fixed set of simple roots.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. The quantized enveloping algebra U G associated toq
 .n  . "1a is the associative algebra over C q with generators E , F , K ,i j i, js1 i i i
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for i s 1, . . . , n, and the following defining relations:
K y Ky1i i
E F y F E s d 1.1 .i j j i i j y1q y q
K K s K K s K , K Ky1 s Ky1K s 1 1.2 .i j j i iqj i i i i
K E Ky1 s q ai j E , K F Ky1 s qya i j F 1.3 .i j i j i j i j
1yai j
s 1 y a 1ya ys si j i jy1 E E E s 0 if i / j 1.4 .  . i j isss0
1yai j
s 1 y a 1ya ys si j i jy1 F F F s 0 if i / j. 1.5 .  . i j isss0
1 y a 1 y ai j i j Here is the Gaussian binomial coefficient with d s 1 see,
s s d
w x.for example, DC-K1 .
 .Let W be the Weyl group associated to a and w g W its elementi j 0
 .with maximal length: l w s N. By T we denote the corresponding0 W
 .Braid group whose generators T , with i s 1, . . . , n, act on U G accord-i q
w xing to L2 . It is known that if we fix a reduced expression of w :0
w s s s ??? s , then we can define a total convex ordering in Qq by0 i i i1 2 N
putting
b s s ??? s a .j i i i1 jy1 j
for j s 1, . . . , N. We define
E s T ??? T E , F s T ??? T Fb i i i b i i ij 1 jy1 j j 1 jy1 j
 . Nand, for every k s k , . . . , k g Z ,1 N q
Ek s Ek1 ??? Ek N , F k s F k N ??? F k1 .b b b b1 N N 1
 .Let us fix a prime p and a primitive pth-root of unity « . By U G we«
denote the associative algebra over C with generators E , F , K "1 andi i i
 .  .relations 1.1 ] 1.5 where q is replaced by « .
w y1 x  .Now put A s Z q, q and take the A-subalgebra U of U G gener-A q
w xated by the elements E , F , K , and H [ E , F , with the relationsi i i i i i
 .  . y1  y1 .1.1 ] 1.5 and K y K s q y q H . We definei i i
U [ U r f p , q y 1 U , .1 A q A
where f p is the pth cyclotomic polynomial in the variable q.q
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Notice that the following isomorphism of fields holds:
y1 pZ q , q r f , q y 1 , ZrpZ. .q
Furthermore we recall the following well known result:
w x  . w . r k G xPROPOSITION 1.2 L1 . U , U G m ZrpZ Zr2Z where1 Zr pZ
 .U G is the uni¨ ersal en¨eloping algebra of G o¨er ZrpZ.Zr pZ
2. REDUCTION TO THE EXCEPTIONAL CASE
 .Let Rep U be the set of the equivalence classes of the irreducible,«
finite dimensional representations of U . Let Z be the center of U . Then« « «
 w x. p p q psee DC-K1 the elements E , F , with a g Q , and K , with i sa a i
1, . . . , n, lie in Z . Besides, if Z is the subalgebra of Z generated by« 0 «
these elements, then U is a free Z -module with a basis consisting of the« 0
 k m1 m n r <  .  . Nvectors F K ??? K E k s k , . . . , k , r s r , . . . , r g Z , m g1 n 1 N 1 N q j
4Z, 0 F k , r , m F p y 1 .j j j
By G we shall denote the algebraic group whose Lie algebra is G and
w xwhose center is trivial. It is known DC-K-P1 that the elements of
 .Rep U are parametrized by the conjugacy classes of the group G as it is«
stated by the following theorem:
w xTHEOREM 2.1 DC-K-P1 . There exists a map
w : Rep U ª G .«
such that:
 .  .a Im w is the big cell of G;
 .b the representations corresponding to conjugated elements in G are
all of the same ``type'' i.e., they are equi¨ alent, up to a twist, by the elements
Ä .of a group G of automorphisms of U , in particular they ha¨e the same«
dimension.
w xIn fact it has been shown by De Concini and Kac DC-K2 that, in order
to classify the irreducible, finite dimensional representations of U , it is«
sufficient to consider the representations corresponding to the conjugacy
classes of some special elements called exceptional.
DEFINITION 2.2. A semisimple element g in G is called exceptional if
 .the center of its centralizer Z g in G is finite.G
DEFINITION 2.3. An element g in G is called exceptional if its semisim-
ple part, with respect to the Jordan decomposition, is exceptional.
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 .DEFINITION 2.4. A representation s in Rep U is called exceptional if«
 .w s is an exceptional element of G.
 .Let us now take a non-exceptional representation s in Rep U on a«
vector space V, with central character x . Then we may regard s as a
  . .  .representation of the algebra U [ U r z y x z , z g Z . As g s w sx « 0
Äis not exceptional, we may suppose, up to the action of some element of G
on s , that if g s g g is the Jordan decomposition of g, then g satisfiess u
the following conditions:
}g belongs to the maximal unipotent subgroup N of G, corre-u y
sponding to yQq;
   ...}h [ Lie center Z g / 0;G G s
X  < 4 X X}Q [ a g Q a vanishes on h s ZD l Q where ZD is a sublat-G
tice of R spanned by a proper subset DX of D.
Let U X be the subalgebra of U generated by the K 's, Ky1 's, with« « i i
i s 1, . . . , n and by the elements E , F such that a g DX. Putj j j
U X s U Xr z y x z , z g Z l U X , . .x « 0 «
U g s U X Uq, U g s U gr z y x z , z g Z l U g , . .« x 0
where Uq is the subalgebra of U generated by the E 's. Then the« i
following theorem holds:
w x gTHEOREM 2.5 DC-K2 . There exists a unique irreducible U -submodulex
V X of V such that:
 . X Xa V is a U -module.x
 . Xb The U -module V is induced by V ,x
V s U m g V X .x Ux
 . t  X. < X <In particular dim V s p dim V , where 2 t s Q _ Q .
 . X  .  X .c The map V ¬ V is a bijection Rep U ª Rep U .« x
Remark. If we restrict the representation of U X in V X to the subalgebrax
of U X generated by the elements E , F , K "1 such that a g DX, we get anx i i i i
irreducible representation. In fact this is an exceptional representation of
 X . Xthe quantum group U G where G is the subalgebra of G generated by«
its Chevalley generators corresponding to a g DX.i
 .We recall that if G s sl n q 1 the exceptional elements are the unipo-
 .tent ones. Furthermore every unipotent matrix in SL n is conjugated to
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one with the form
Jh1 0
Jh2
L s , 2.6 .. . .0 0Jht
where h G h G ??? G h is a partition of n and J is a t = t Jordan1 2 t t
block:
1 1 0. .. .. .
J s ..t . 1.0 0
1^ ` _
t
We underline that this classification does not depend on the characteristic
of the field.
3. THE A -CASEn
 .In this section we shall examine the case G s sl n q 1 . We know that
the Weyl group W is the symmetric group S .nq1
From now on we shall assume that a reduced expression of w , say0
w s s s ??? s s ??? s s ??? s , and the associated ordering0 n ny1 1 n 2 n n
 4b , . . . , b of the positive roots have been fixed.1 N
 .Let O be a conjugacy class of SL n q 1 parametrized by a unipotent
 .matrix L of type 2.6 for some blocks J , . . . , J , with h G h G ??? G hh h 1 2 t1 t
a partition of n q 1.
 .  .Take an irreducible U G -module M such that w M is conjugated to«
L. Our first aim is to show that every such a module is the quotient of an
 w x.induced module. According to the definition of w see DC-K-P1 , for
every positive root a we have E p s 0, F p either 0 or 1, and for everya a
p i s 1, . . . , n, K s 1 by E , F , K we denote both the generators ofi a a j
 . .sl n q 1 and their images through the representation .«
We consider the set
<B s x g M E x s 0 ; i s 1, . . . , n . 4 .i
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 .Since the subalgebra of sl n q 1 generated by the E 's acts nilpotently, B« i
is a non-trivial set upon which the K 's act diagonally; thus we can take ai
non-zero element m g B such that K m s « s i m with 0 F s F p y 1.i i
U   .. pNow, if U is the C-subalgebra of U sl n q 1 generated by E , K , F« i i a
for every i s 1, . . . , n, a g Qq, then the line L generated by m is an U U-
module. Since M is irreducible it is generated by m hence M is a quotient
of the induced module
I [ U sl n q 1 m U L. . .« U
We have thus established the following proposition:
 PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M be an irreducible, finite dimensional U sl n q«
..  .1 -module lying o¨er a unipotent canonical element of SL n q 1 . Then there
U  4exist a proper subalgebra U of U and an element m g M _ 0 such that, if«
L is the line generated by m, then:
 . U1 L is an U -module;
 .   .. U2 M s IrS where I [ U sl n q 1 m L and S is a submodule« U
of I.
Remark. The induced module I has got a natural basis C :
h1 hN <C s F ??? F m 0 F h - p . 4b b j1 N
w x  4If C s Z « -span C then C is stable with respect to the action of the E 's,i
F 's, K 's, H 's for every i s 1, . . . , n. Indeed, for every z in C such thati i i
l j
z  z .K z s « z 0 F l F p y 1 the following relations hold:j j
v
k k 2 k 2y2 kql jz yl jz 2 y1 .  .  . .E F z s F E z q 1 y« « y « r 1 y« « y«j j j j
F ky1z;j
v
k 2 k 2 yl jz ky1 k .  .E F z s y 1 y « r 1 y « « F F z q F E z ifj h . . . j h . . . j h . . . jy1 h . . . j j
h - j;
v
k y2 k y2 l jzq1 ky1 k .  .E F z s 1 y « r 1 y « « F F z q F E z ifj j . . . t j . . . t jq1 . . . t j . . . t j
t ) j;
v
k kE F s F E if h - j - t;j h . . . t h . . . t j
v
k kF F s F F if h - j - t;j h . . . t h . . . t j
v
k k kF F s « F F if t ) j;j j . . . t j . . . t j
v
k yk kF F s « F F if h - j;j h . . . j h . . . j j
v
k yk k yk 2 k 2 ky1 .  .F F s « F F q « 1 y « r 1 y « F F .j jq1 . . . t jq1 . . . t j jq1 . . . t j . . . t
  ..We notice that, since U sl n q 1 is a finitely generated algebra, the«
 .module M is defined over a finite extension K of Q « and, in order to
compute the dimension of M, we may reduce to K, instead of C.
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w x  .Let L be the localization of the ring of integers Z « of Q « at the
ideal P generated by « y 1, by m denote the maximal ideal of L , and0 P 0
let
U s U rf p U m L .L A q A Zw « x
Then the induced module I is defined over U . Let us choose an ideal P,L
in the ring of integers Z of K, lying over P and let L X be the0
localization of Z at P, m its maximal ideal. Then L Xrm is a finiteP P
extension of Lrm and thus a finite field of characteristic p.P 0
We put U X s U m L X.L L L
  ..PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be an irreducible U sl n q 1 -module such«
 .  .that w M is a unipotent canonical element in SL n q 1 . Then there exist a
 . X XXfinite extension K of Q « , a local ring L in K, and an U -module ML
such that M X is a free L X-module and
M s M X m X K .L
Proof. We use the same notations as in Proposition 3.1; then we know
that M is the quotient of the induced module I by a submodule S.
According to the remark on the basis C of I, we have
I s I m X K ,P L
where I is the module, over the localization L X of Z in P, naturallyP
defined. Now, since L X is a discrete valuation ring, S l I is free and it isP
X  .a direct factor of I , hence, if we put M s I r S l I we obtain theP P P
 .  X.result. In particular, rk S l I s dim S and dim M s rk M .P K K
Notice that the action of U on M is obtained by extending that of«
XU .L
Before coming to a conclusion we recall the following theorem:
w xTHEOREM 3.3 P . Let G be a simple and simply connected algebraic
group defined o¨er an algebraically closed field whose characteristic p ) 0 is
 .good for G. Suppose that G s Lie G admits a non-degenerate G-in¨ariant
trace form. Let V be an irreducible G-module with p-character x g GU. Then
1r2 dimV  x ..  .the dimension of V is di¨ isible by p , where V x is the coadjoint
orbit of x .
Here by a ``good'' prime we mean a prime greater than any coefficient of
any positive root in its expression relative to a basis of simple roots.
 .Therefore if G s sl n q 1 any prime p is good for G. On the other hand,
in order to guarantee the existence of a non-degenerate trace form on G,
w xwe shall suppose p ¦ n q 1. In fact in P it is shown that the
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 .Kac]Weisfeiler conjecture is no longer true for G s sl mp, k when m G 1
 .p is the characteristic of the field k .
We are now ready to state our main result:
THEOREM 3.4. Let « be a primiti¨ e pth-root of unity with p prime, p ) 2,
  ..p ¦ n q 1. If M is an irreducible, finite dimensional U sl n q 1 -module«
 . 1r2 dimO .lying o¨er a conjugacy class O, then dim M s kp for some positi¨ e
integer k.
Proof. As we explained in Section 2 we may reduce to the unipotent
case and thus suppose that O is the conjugacy class of a unipotent element
 . Xof SL n q 1 . Then let us assume the construction of the module M and,
Ä X X Xusing the same notations as above, let us put M s M rm M . As L is aP
X Ä Ä .  .Xlocal ring, rk M s dim M . Besides, by its own definition, M is aL r m P
 .  .U -module and therefore a U G -module see Section 1 . We finally1 Zr pZ
X Xdenote the algebraic closure of the finite field L rm by L rm andP P
define
XÄ XM s M m L rm .L r m PP
If x is the p-character of M, then
1r2 dimV  x ..
Xdim M s dim M s kp .  .K L rm P
for some positive integer k. Indeed, since M is finite-dimensional, it has a
composition series consisting of irreducible modules M satisfying thej
hypotheses of Theorem 3.3, whose dimension is therefore divided by
p1r2 dimV  x ...
 .We point out that the canonical unipotent element L of type 2.6 ,
corresponding to the Jordan partition l, reduces ``modulo p'' to the
canonical nilpotent element corresponding to l, that is, to the nilpotent
element with the same blocks as L but with all zeros on the diagonal.
 .Therefore the dimension of the coadjoint orbit V x of x is the dimen-
sion of the conjugacy class O.
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